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Yasin Kaplan Carpet
Yasin Kaplan Carpet is one of the largest exporter company in Turkey.
We are proud to express that it is the 8th biggest exporter in Gaziantep city with 100% export market
of all production capacity of 810.000 sqm per month with 27 computer-based carpet looms (8 and 12
color frame) with last technology and brand names of Van de Wiele.
Our main product ranges are:
PP (Polypropylene) Heatset High Density
PP Heatset_Hand Carved
PP Shrink Heatset
PP Drop Stitched Heatset
PP BCF
PP Shaggy in 20mm, 30mm and 50mm
Polyester Shaggy
Cut&Loop shaggy in 30 mm
PP Friese
PES Friese
PES Recycle
Sisal Collections (Indoor-Outdoor)
Handmade Look Collections

Yasin Kaplan Carpet has developed consistently throughout the past 39 years to become one of the
leading manufacturers in Turkey of high quality machine made carpet. The most important factors in
this development are;
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
11 Designers for developing new products and 14 designers for coloration and sizing.
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
All machines used in the factory are new brand high technology Van de Wiele machines and
for finishing line European made last technology machines
In Design department last version of software Ned Graphics and Texcell and high technology
hardware.
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There is a system with barcode in each step of the production and storage stages, it is possible
to control the stocks, warehouse and shipments online. Also it is possible to use the international
barcoding system such as EAN Code, Code 128 etc or customized codes.

EFFICIENT PRODUCTION
The production capacity for the machine made carpets is over than 9,7 Million m2 per year
and production capacity of the yarn factory is 10.800 Tons per year (900 Tons per month).

